LANDAU BOATS, INC.  
(Lebanon, MO)(971531S)  
Year: 1995 - 1997  
Models: Crappie 150  
Units: 135  
Problem: Level Flotation

LOGIC MARINE CORP.  
(Durham, NC)(961495S)  
Year: 1995 - 1996  
Models: Logicraft 2.7 and Logicraft 9  
with HINs 124 and below  
LogiCraft 3.6 and Logicraft 12  
with HINs 320 and below  
Logic V15 with HINs 120 or below  
Units: 280  
Problem: Level Flotation

MASTERCRAFT BOAT COMPANY  
(Vonore, TN)(950282T)  
Year: 1994 - 1995  
Models: Maristar 200 VRS  
Units: 318  
Problem: Chafing of fuel tank may cause leakage; possible fire/explosion if ignition source present

MASTERCRAFT BOAT COMPANY  
(Vonore, TN)(990151T)  
Year: 1999  
Models: Maristar 205V, ProStar 205 V & X-Star  
Units: 554  
Problem: Possible friction between fuel tank and shaft coupler may damage fuel tank; possible fire or explosion if ignition source present

MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond du Lac, WI)(980158T)  
Year: 1998  
Models: Mercury & Mariner 15 (4 strokes) with serial nos.: 0G590000 - 0G736819  
Units: 4,355  
Problem: Reverse lock link rod defective; potential unexpected boat stoppage

MERCURY MARINE  
QUICKSILVER ACCESSORIES DIV.  
(Fond du Lac, WI)(990037T)  
Models: Galvanic isolators (Part No. 18478A 2) sold as Quicksilver accessories shipped between November 1998 and February 12, 1999. The units have a four character Julian date code that indicates the date the unit was manufactured. The first three characters identify the day of the year, and the fourth character is the last digit in the year (therefore, 3028 indicates the 302nd day of 1998, and 0409 indicates the 40th day of 1999). Any galvanic isolators with date codes between 3028 and 0409 should be returned to the manufacturer immediately.  
Units: 1,117  
Problem: Improper diode in galvanic isolator may cause failure of grounding function; possibility of fire or electrical charge transmission throughout boat or into water around the boat

MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond Du Lac, WI)(940307T)  
Year: 1994  
Model: Mercury High Performance MCM V-8 sterndrives with 2 BBL carburetors with serial numbers: OF213347 to OF374181  
MerCruiser MCM V-6 and V-8 stern drives with serial numbers: OF353000 to OF421726  
MerCruiser MIE V-8 Ski and inboard engines with serial numbers: OD798385 to OF419755  
Units: 27,999  
Problem: Fuel filter susceptible to corrosion and could cause fuel leak; possible fire/explosion if ignition source present
MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond du Lac, WI)(990173T)  
Year: 1998 and 1999  
Models: Mercury & Mariner 225/250 HP,  
3.0 Litre (Carb/EFI)  
XL, CXL, XXL and CXXL  
3.0 Litre (OptiMax)  
XL, CXL, XXL and CXXL  
with serial nos.: 0G644802 thru 0G870075  
Units: 6,830  
Problem: Steering arm attaching bolt may fail; possible loss of steering control

MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond du Lac, WI)(970059T)  
Year: 1997  
Models: 2 barrel carbureted stern drive engines:  
MCM 3.0LX with serial nos:  
OKO37386 - OK155525  
MCM 4.3LX with serial nos:  
OKO24742 - OKO24773 and  
OKO38575 - OK156789  
MCM 5.7L with serial nos:  
OKO24816 - OKO24967 and  
OKO38516 - OK156871  
Units: 5,975  
Problem: Potentially defective backfire flame arrester; possible fire/explosion if fuel/vapor source present

MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond du Lac, WI)(980159T)  
Models: 1998 15 (4-Stroke) Mercury/Mariner outboards w/ serial nos.:  
0G590000 - 0F737315  
1999.9.15 (4-Stroke) Mercury/Mariner outboards w/ serial nos.:  
0G765003 - 0G772553  
Units: 5,039  
Problem: Motor mounts could separate; engine might fall off boat

MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond du Lac WI)(960077T)  
Year: 1994 and 1995  
Models: Commander 3000 remote controls  
Units: 129,839  
Problem: Improperly hardened gear in Commander 3000 remote controls built between June 1, 1994 and September 1, 1995 could fail; possible loss of throttle and/or shift control

MERCURY MARINE  
(Fond du Lac, WI)(980122T)  
Year: 1998  
Models: 20/25 (2-Stroke) & 20 Jet outboards with serial nos.: 0G683156 - 0G686362  
Units: 1,376  
Problem: Possible loss of flywheel; danger of personal injury

OUTBOARD MARINE CORP.  
(Waukegan, IL)(980020T)  
Year: 1998  
Models: Johnson & Evinrude Crossflow V4 outboards:  
90TSLEC, 115TSLEC, 115HLEC, 115TSXEC, 115HXEC  
Units: 1,942  
Problem: Use of incorrect steering connector kit may cause excessive wear on steering system components

OUTBOARD MARINE CORP.  
(Waukegan, IL)(960042T)  
Year: 1996  
Models: Johnson and Evinrude outboard motors equipped with electric start  
Units: 36,669  
Problem: Potentially defective engine stop switch; engine might not stop if operator ejected
PREMIER MARINE
(Wyoming, MN)(950217T)
Year: 1994 & 1995
Models: All pontoon boat models manufactured between Oct. 1, 1994 and July 31, 1995 equipped with built in fuel tanks
Units: 370
Problem: Attwood Fuel Fill Recall

PRO-LINE BOATS
(Crystal River, FL)(950219T)
Year: 1995 & 1996
Models: 192-S with HINs:
  PLCST025J495 - PLCST060F595
  201-S with HINs:
  PLCWCO02A595 - PLCWCO49G595
  210-S with HINs:
  PLCSA033J495 - PLCSA005G596
  240-S with HINs:
  PLCG028J495 - PLCG038H596
  251-W with HINs:
  PLCWA021J495 - PLCWA030H596
Units: 774
Problem: Attwood Fuel Fill Recall

PRO-LINE BOATS
(Crystal River, FL)(980233T)
Year: 1997 - 1999
Models: 1997: 2810 W/A, 2700 Sport, 251 W/A
  1998: MM2810W/A, SJ2700 Sport, WA251 W/A, WW2610 W/A
  1999: MM2810 - W/A, SJ2700 - Sport, WA251 - W/A, 2610 W/A
Units: 651
Problem: Sea Land sani pump used to drain cockpit deck fish boxes may have a circuit board subject to corrosion/short circuit

PURSUIT FISHING BOATS DIV. OF TIARA YACHTS
(Ft. Pierce, FL)(980041T)
Year: 1995 - 1997
Models: 2870 Offshore & 2870 Walkaround
Units: 185
Problem: Novatron 110 V shore power units wired incorrectly; possible shock hazard

RANGER BOATS
(Flippin, AR)(950163T)
Year: 1995 & 1996
Models: Rebel 158, Rebel 1585, 397S, 397XT, 461S
Units: 556
Problem: Attwood Fuel Fill Recall

REGAL MARINE INDUSTRIES
(Orlando, FL)(940247T)
Year: (see below)
Models: Commodore 290/300 with hull nos.:
  JJ011 through JJ178
Units: 167
Problem: Hull to deck joint separation between swim platform and sheerline; under some conditions hull leakage may occur

REGAL MARINE INDUSTRIES
(Orlando, FL)(950223T)
Year: 1996
Models: 182 with HINs:
  RGMAB547F596 - RGMAB610H596
  176 with HINs:
  RGMAS988F596 - RGMAS999F596
  176 with HINs:
  RGMAT011F596 - RGMAT081H596
  202 with HINs:
  RGMBC032F596 - RGMBC079H596
  202 with HINs:
  RGMBE226F596 - RGMBE236H596
  222 with HINs:
  RGMDA212G596 - RGMDA215H596
  222 with HINs:
  RGMDE212G596 - RGMDE215H596
  222 with HIN:
  RGMDE095F596
Units: 199
Problem: Attwood Fuel Fill Recall
**RIVIERA CRUISER**  
(Columbia City, IN)(990117S)  
*Year: 1999*  
*Models: Pontoon Boats equipped with built-in Fikes*  
*Plastics Fuel Tanks w/ serial nos: 904001 - 905159*  
*Units: 97*  
*Problem: Fuel tank leakage; possible fire or explosion if ignition source present*  

**SEA RAY BOATS**  
(Knoxville, TN)(970080T)  
*Year: 1997*  
*Models: 190BR & 210BR*  
*Units: 1,259*  
*Problem: Abrasion of fuel vent line by alternator; possible fire/explosion if ignition source present*  

**SEASWIRL BOATS**  
(Waukegan, IL) (970108S)  
*Year: 1992 - 1997*  
*Models: 182CC O/B w/ HINs: BRCJ001AH293 - BRCJ086BF494 1730 CC O/B w/ HINs: BRCJ001CH495 - BRCJ046EA797 1850CC O/B w/ HINs: BRCP001DG596 - BRCP024DK697 1850DC O/B w/ HINs: BRCK001DG596 - BRCK072EB797 200WA O/B w/ HINs: BRCS001AH495 - BRCS198AG595 1850WA O/B w/ HINs: BRCS001BG596 - BRCS062CB797 180BR I/O (V6 & V8) w/ HINs: BRCD001BH394 - BRCD0156BB797 188 SPYDER I/O w/ HINs: BRCX001AH192 - BRCX200CF494 198 SPYDER I/O w/ HINs: BRCX002DH495 - BRCX016FA797*  
*Units: 2,190*  
*Problem: Insufficient flotation*  

**SKI CENTURION DIV. OF FINELINE INDUSTRIES, INC.**  
(Merced, CA)(970084T)  
*Year: 1997*  
*Models: Ski Centurion: Elite Lapoint, Elite Bowrider, Elite V Drive, Falcon Sport, Sport Bowrider, Wave, Pro Am, Pro Am Closed Bow*  
*Ski Supreme: 210 Medalist, Competition Series, V-Drive*  
*Units: 154*  
*Problem: Potentially defective rudder may break; possible loss of steering control*  

**SMOKER CRAFT**  
(New Paris, IN)(961478S)  
*Year: 1995 - 1996*  
*Models: 17' Northwood Pro Tourney*  
*Units: 190*  
*Problem: Maximum weight and maximum persons capacities overrated; Level Flotation*  

**STARCRAFT MARINE LLC**  
(Topeka, IN)(980210T)  
*Year: 1999*  
*Models: Seville 240, Seville 241, Stardeck 200 E, Stardeck 240 E, Stardeck 241 E, Stardeck 261 E*  
*Units: 106*  
*Problem: Aqua Signal blue navigation lights conflict with Navigation Rules; increased danger of collision*  

**STARCRAFT MARINE LLC**  
(Topeka, IN)(990017S)  
*Year: 1999*  
*Models: Aurora 2000, Aurora 2015, Aurora 2415, Sun Lounger 200, Sun Lounger 205, Sun Lounger 245*  
*Units: 104*  
*Problem: All-round navigation light fails to display 360° visibility with canvas top installed; increased danger of collision*
STRATOS BOATS
(Old Hickory, TN)(950127T)
Year: 1995 & 1996
Models: 1600 Sportsman, 1700 Sportsman, 1900 Sportsman, 2100 Sportsman, Hydra Sports 16 Skiff, Hydra Sports 17 Skiff, Hydra Sports 19 Skiff, Hydra Sports 21 Skiff, Quest 160 CC, Quest 170 CC, Quest 190 CC, Quest 220 CC
Units: 154
Problem: Attwood Fuel Fill Recall

SUGAR SAND MARINE
(Fargo, ND)(940224T)
Year: 1994
Models: Mirages equipped with Mercury Sport Jet 90
Units: 182
Problem: Missing ignition-protection of positive battery cable connection at starter solenoid terminal; possible fire/explosion if fuel or vapor source present

TIARA YACHTS
(Holland, MI)(980003S)
Year: 1997 & 1998
Models: 2900 Coronet, 3500 Open, 3500 Express & 3400 Express w/ gas engines
Units: 60
Problem: Non-ignition protected circuit breakers in areas open to engineroom; possible fire/explosion if fuel or vapor source present

TRACKER MARINE
(Springfield, MO)(990157T)
Year: 1999 and 2000
Models: MH 170 w/ HINs:
BUJ35957F900 - BUJ40702H900
MH 180 w/ HINs:
BUJ19949B999 - BUJ40703H900
Units: 188
Problem: Bow structure may crack in rough water conditions; possibility of flooding

TRACKER MARINE L.P.
(Springfield, MO)(940141T)
Year: 1994
Models: Pro 18 equipped with Mercury Sport Jet 90
Units: 223
Problem: Missing ignition-protection of positive battery cable connection at starter solenoid terminal; possible fire/explosion if fuel source present

TRACKER MARINE L.P.
(Springfield, MO)(961490S)
Year: 1996
Models: Super GV14T with HINs:
BUJ16639H596 - BUJ36157E696
Units: 87
Problem: Level Flotation

TRACKER MARINE L.P.
(Springfield, MO)(980078T)
Year: 1998
Models: Tahoe Q5S with HINs:
BUJ72128I798 - BUJ91457D898
Units: 132
Problem: Level Flotation

VOLVO PENTA OF THE AMERICAS, INC.
(Chesapeake, VA)(980145T)
Year: 1997
Models: BY engines w/ serial nos.:
4110155491 - 4110159682
Units: 2,000
Problem: Improperly machined fuel pump inlet fitting may cause fuel leakage; possible fire/explosion if ignition source present

W.E. CONNERY BOAT BUILDER
(Cape Coral, FL)(941332S)
Year: 1995
Models: Flats King
Units: 12
Problem: Level Flotation